INTRODUCTION:
Create perfect, evenly-shaped eyebrows in seconds with the 3 Second Brow™ eyebrow stamp! Just use our no-mess stamps and brow powder to create a full brow with a perfect arch.
Make sure to read all instructions and warnings on this sheet prior to using the 3 Second Brow™ eyebrow stamp. Keep this instruction sheet for future reference.

THE 3 SECOND BROW™ EYEBROW STAMP INCLUDES:

![Structured Arch eyebrow stamps](image1)
![Soft Arch eyebrow stamps](image2)
![Brow powder compact](image3)

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
- Immediately discontinue use if irritation occurs.
- Keep out of reach of children.

HOW TO USE YOUR 3 SECOND BROW™ EYEBROW STAMP:

1. Align the stamps with your eyebrows to determine which brow shape most closely resembles your own. Without applying powder, practice stamping on your eyebrow by guiding the sponge along the shape of your eyebrow.

2. Open the compact. The compact includes brow powder and a mirror. In a small circular motion, gently rub the stamp into the powder until the sponge is sufficiently coated with brow powder.
   **Note:** Do not forcefully press the stamp into the powder.

3. While looking in the mirror, align the stamp with your eyebrow and press firmly with even pressure for 3 seconds. The harder you press, the darker your eyebrow will be. Pull the stamp away to reveal your eyebrows. If there is any excess powder around your eyebrows, you may need to touch up.
   **Note:** The stamps are labeled with “R” for right eyebrow and “L” for left eyebrow. Make sure to use the correct stamp on the correct side before applying.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE: Clean the eyebrow sponges with soap and water. Allow them to dry thoroughly before reusing.

HOW TO REMOVE BROW POWDER: Use makeup remover or soap and water to remove brow powder.

STORAGE: Snap the stamps into the compact lid for a convenient brow kit to take with you wherever you go!

FOR HELPFUL VIDEOS AND ADDITIONAL TIPS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.3SECONDDBROWTIPS.COM.